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CLUB SUBS 

 

Club subs are now due, do not forget if you do not pay by December 

31
st
 you will have to pay 50% extra. PLEASE BE WARNED. 

Under 16 members need to contact Membership Secretary to say if you 

still want to be a member for 2010. 
 

Dates for Diary 

Tourist Trial Dates 

50 in 4 Castleton  27th Sept   Marton X Rds 9am  

Club Open Events 
Sunday 4

th
 October. Hill climb. 

Headquarter location: Carlton in Cleveland.  

 

Sunday 11
th
 October. Cyclo-Cross. 

Headquarter location: Flatts Lane, Middlesbrough.  

 

Sunday October 18
th
 Speed Judging Competition 

Great Ayton 10am 

 

Sunday November 8
th
 Freewheeling Competition 

Ingleby Greenhow 11am 

 

Wednesday 16
th
 September AGM 

St Joseph RC Church Hall Stokesley 7.30 start. Food will be available on 

night please make every effort to attend. 

 

Sunday 13
th
 September Pinchinthorpe Walkway Centre. 

Good family day out with entertainment of various types. The club will have a 

PR stand, as in the last few years to try and inform visitors about cycling in 

general. 

Friday 23
rd
 October Bring and Buy Sale. 

Stokesley Town Hall doors open 7pm. Again the usual activities an evening 



too good to be missed. 

 

Friday November 20
th
 Quiz Night 

Queens Head pub Stokesley 7.30 start ON THE DOT 

A quiz that all can enjoy, good fun, might even be a prize. Cost £5 includes 

buffet. Pre booking essential contact Bryan Bevis 01287 633087 

 

Sunday 20
th
 December Club Christmas Party. Ingleby Greenhow. 

All to arrive by 12.00 (noon). No one and I mean no one should arrive late, if 

you do a forfeit will be paid (singing a carol by yourself?). Be in good voice 

for the carol singing. Good Buffet bring your own booze. Cost £5 

Pre booking essential contact Bryan Bevis 01287 633087. 

 

Friday 12
th
 February Club Dinner Dance and prize presentation. 

Middlesbrough FC Riverside Stadium, more details next magazine 

Club Open Events and Racing Round Up 

Since the last edition of ‘Spokesman’ the club have organised 4 Events. 

 

SPOCO Time Trial based on Seamer 

31 seniors, 3 under 16’s and 1 tandem completed this event. Former club 

member Simon Baxter winning the senior event with a time of 38.57. Club 

member Jack Thompson winning the under 16’s one lap event with a time of 

23.33 and the tandem pair of Maureen Daniel and Stan Douthwaite succeeding 

in 54.10 

 

50 Mile TT 

3 Tandems and 75 solo riders started the 50, which incorporated the VTTA 

National Championships. The event had attracted riders from as far away as 

the Channel Islands. Joel Wainman was the fastest rider with a time of 

1.49.26. Club member Simon Coates finishing third with a time of 1.57.25. 

The tandem event was won by Ruth Crossley and Colin Knapp in 1.54.42 

Mike Binks Memorial RR 

Mikes race saw a full field of 60 riders enter, and 54 started in showery 

weather. This year had seen the event nearly cancelled as North Yorkshire 

Police are requesting input from North Yorkshire Council highways for road 



races. However a number of phone calls to NYCC highways department 

succeeded in them not insisting on Police motor bikes. (It does help when you 

work in the highways of a neighbouring Authority!!) The riders were 

thoroughly warned before hand and they heeded the warning. The actual race 

was again a fast affair with a group of riders breaking away very early and 

staying away. Tom Barras being victorious 28 years after his father Sid won. 

One club member rode Marcus Smith finishing with the second group. 

 

League 2000 
 

The 13
th
 series of the League 2000 has also just drawn to a close. An 

astonishing 141 different riders took part with 826 rides over the 12 events 

which averages at 69 riders per night.. 61 riders also beat theirre best times 

from last series. 

 

Over 16       Josef George 965 pts William Brown 800 

Under 16   Josh Teasdale, 965 pts, Harry Tanfield 890, Adam Martin  745 

Under 14   Charlie Tanfield 976, Alex Hopper 965, Keir Parker Mian 920 

Under 12   Matthew Worton 900, Peter Dawson 829, Gregory O'Niell 820 

Under 10   Aaron Preston 970, Toby Tanfield) 900, Danny Amour 855 

Under 8    Connor Eyeington 1000, James Shields 930, Joe Wilson  830 
 

Racing Round up 

 

Marcus Smith has been gaining British Cycling points with places in the 

Coalfield series at Hetton and Otley Criteriums, whilst a number of the 

youngsters have gained points in the North East youth League and Croft 

events. Notably Alex Hopper, Megan Hopper, Katie Howe, and Helen Kotch. 

 

Simon Coates has also been notching up top 10 places, notably the Otley 25, 

7
th
, Otley 50, 10

th
 and Hartlepool 10, 5

th
. 

Katie Howe became the under 14 BSCA National 10 mile TT girls champion 

when she won the event which was organized by Stockton Wheelers on the 

Sedgefield course. 

 

Messages 



 

A belated Thank You from Margaret Bevis who would like to thank all those 

who contributed to her collection for her get well gift at the Dinner Dance. 

The gardening vouchers were very useful. 

 

All the club members would also like to wish Margaret a belated Happy 70
th
 

Birthday. 

Congratulations to Derek and Michelle George who celebrate their Silver 

wedding Anniversary on September 29
th
 

Derek says that “if he had a life sentence he would be free by now” and 

Michelle replies “The doors are not locked” 

Josef and Sophie send all their love. 

 

Congratulations to Dave Kirton and Rebecca Oldroyd who recently 

announced their engagement. Best wishes to both from all at the club 

 

For Sale 

Condor Cyclo Cross bike 52cm 201/2 C.T 

Complete with mudguards, bottle bosses. Good Winter bike plus spare wheels. 

£200 contact John Carr  01642 310223, Mob 07722874208. 

 

Those members wishing to be considered for Best All rounder trophies 

please submit your times to the Racing Secretary by October 31
st
. 

“Leave something in the Tank” 

John Main 

 

“Leave something in the tank for Alpe d’Huez”. So an Englishman told me on 

the Col de la Croix de Fer last summer. He was well intentioned and excited 

about just having got up the Croix de Fer, and it would have been a shame to 

ruin his day by pointing it out, but I doubt anyone who ever bought a pair of 

Lycra cycling shorts needed that particular bit of advice.  

The ride had begun 18 miles and 1647 vertical metres lower, in St Jean de 

Maurienne. I don’t think I’ll ever do an Etape (except the Etape du Dales but 

that’s another story) – it  looks too complicated and too dependent on the 

weather and maybe just too difficult, and it would probably put you off your 



dinner that night which is always a shame in France. And it’s great fun 

(maybe even more fun)to take your bike to the Alps and just do bits of the 

Tour as the fancy takes you. So, unlike the pros, I’d missed out 60 or so miles 

and the massive Galibier, but had enjoyed a leisurely and large breakfast 

before setting off from St Jean in glorious sun – towards the Croix de Fer,  

Bourg d’Oisans and then the legendary Alpe d’Huez. 

After a steep depart from St Jean, the first few miles of the Croix de Fer amble 

pleasantly up through woods and past streams, then some harder work takes 

you to some tunnels on the hillside. Then it’s down a bit, more woods and 

streams, then you see it ahead – the village of St Sorin d’Arves with the usual 

ugly (in July anyway) winter sports add-ons and beyond it no obvious way 

out. Up to the village it’s been an onbvious steep sided valley, but beyond a 

wall of vertiginous hillside blocks the way to a gap between the higher 

mountains above. The road through the village is bloody steep – but you need 

to try to look good because there are quite a few tourists about so standing in 

the pedals it is. Just beyond the top of the village the route mercifully 

abandons the direct approach and a few big zigzags are all that is left. The col, 

2068m above sea level, not surprisingly is marked by a large iron cross,  and 

the views are the usual stupendous Alpine panoramas that are frankly 

indescribable (and which fade in the memory until you go back and are  

stunned again). There is  a steady trickle of cyclists arriving, in varying 

degrees of distress or delight, almost all posing by the sign for photos, almost 

all keen to tell their tales to anyone else who speaks the same language. Which 

is where we came in. 

So it’s on with the arm warmers, down to the col du Glandon, and left past the 

lovely Lac de Grand Maison before a long descent to the valley floor, and one 

of those things that tells you it’s not North Yorkshire – a  hot wind. Off with 

the arm warmers and just a slight anxiety that the suntan lotion I put on my 

arms that morning has gone with them. The approach to Alpe d’Huez is a little 

disappointing – quite a busy flat straight road and no view of where the climb 

goes. But a good time to fuel up. For those of you into the details of high-tech 

replacement solutions, I used Robinson’s Lemon Barley Water and a mixture 

of tablet and butter fudge from Suggett’s in Great Ayton. Much cheaper and 



tastier than those trendy things that come in little plastic packets (that those of 

you who use them should take home, not throw in the Alpine gutters, when 

empty ). 

Then it’s left through Bourg D’Oisans,over a roundabout and past a 

checkpoint and we’re off.  

It’s steep, and hot, and unrelenting. My 39/27 is normally a great gear for the 

Alps, mostly sitting down and just standing for occasional steeper bits, but not 

for the first few kilometres here. The good news is I knew the start was like 

that, and the actual bends are flat so you get a brief respite (that is, a seat) on 

them. The baking heat is mitigated by the strong wind, and in any case 

gradually lessens with altitude. Very considerately, an assortment of slightly 

slower riders are strung out ahead. Catching them is an incentive, but the 

sense of achievement as you pass is  diminished by the realisation that they are 

mostly  pretty ancient (which is another incentive. I first took my bike to the 

Alps in my late 40s, thinking time was running out for me to do the big 

climbs, but these leathery old boys have increased my expectations of the 

future).   

As everyone knows, the 21 bends are all numbered but it isn’t a help. What is 

a help is the slackening of the gradient after the first 2 km – from there on you 

can mostly sit  and pretty much enjoy it.. Passing the time is an acquired skill 

on these long climbs. Sometimes in the Alps there are signs every kilometre 

telling you how steep the next kilo is, and your current height, and you can do 

some sums about what’s left, and with the tiredness and the heat by the time 

you’ve done that it’s nearly another kilo gone. But not on Alpe d’Huez – so I  

allow myself to scan round my cyclocomputer every ten minutes or every 

exact mile (and failing to do a mile in ten minutes is not a good sign). 

On a couple of the bends nearer the top you get your photo taken and a card 

stuffed in your back pocket so you can order them off the web – even in a 

format made up to look like the cover of cycling mag if that’s what presses 

your buttons. And then you’re in the town, and have a bit of a race to the time 

trial finish with another rider, and then a vague badly signposted meander to 



the  Tour finish which is just a big car park currently being resurfaced. It’s 

been 1090 metres of climbing in 14.2 km at an average gradient of 7.7%. (In 

comparison, the 24 km of the Croix de Fer averages 6.9% but that includes 

some downhill bits.) And I’ve still got something left in the tank, which might 

explain, beneath the undoubted euphoria, the merest hint of anti-climax. The 

fact is, in itself, Alpe d’Huez is lacking in the spectacle and grandeur of the 

other famous Alpine climbs. It’s fame is in its associations, and its usual 

position at the end of a very tough day. If I’d added the Galibier at the start of 

my day, I don’t think I’d have had any hint of anti-climax, or anything in the 

tank, at the top of Alpe d’Huez.  

A whiz down to the bottom, 45 minutes drive back to the hotel, and time to 

reflect on a fabulous day over a chilled beer or two and then a splendid French 

dinner. If you’re ever cycling the Alpe d’Huez, leave something in the tank for 

the Croix de Fer! 

 

A Week on the Water 

Aaron Preston (with a little help) 

17
th
 July 2009  

Hooray!! Our final day at school before the summer break. I am hoping that 

this year will be fun, fun, fun, as I have a number of activities planned.  One 

of which is Sail Camp at Scaling Dam, the reason for writing this article. 

 

Sail Camp, a week of intensive sailing and instruction with a Royal Yachting 

Association Qualification, if successful.  Having no qualification I am taking 

the level 1 course covering basic sailing skills. 

 

Granddad and I arrived at the club Sunday morning 25
th
 July and pitched our 

tent which will be our home for the week.  We spent the day practicing 

windsurfing as sail camp didn’t officially start until 4pm. 

At 4pm I and the other 39 sail campers were allocated to one of four teams 

consisting of mixed ages and genders: - Red, Green, Yellow, Blue. We then 

played team games whilst grandad, parents and carers gathered to sort out the 



week’s admin and responsibilities for safety boats, security, cleaning etc. 

 

Jamie the senior sailing instructor gave a presentation on the week’s 

objectives allocated all children to one of the six groups dependent on sailing 

ability and qualifications. He also provided a weather forecast which promised 

strong winds and rain.       

 

Each of the six groups had two sailing instructors and a powered safety boat 

allocated should anyone get into difficulties. Grandad was nominated as safety 

boat principal to a group of seven taking RYA level 3.  

There were seven safety boats in total six allocated and one free ranging, 

helmed by a principal having the required RYA powerboat and safety boat 

qualification and crewed by one of the parents / carers present. 

 

Evening and midday meals were provided by a caterer whilst breakfast and 

supper were prepared and organised by volunteer parents and carers plus one 

of the Red, Blue, Yellow or Green teams. 

Bedtime for primary school children was 9pm whilst secondary children 

enjoyed an extra hour. 

Sunday evening was spent in the clubhouse chatting with friends both old an 

new, grandad enjoyed one or three beers. At 9pm prompt a horn blew and 

grandad and I went to our tent. After climbing into our sleeping bags I read 

part of a story about Horrible Histories then tried to get to sleep as grandad 

was now passing out the zzzzzzz,s and the wind was quite strong. 

 

Monday 26th 7.30am 

Washed, showered and ready for breakfast at 8am, then into my wetsuit and 

buoyancy aid and down to the beach for a 9am start. Our group were sailing 

optimists and as the wind was so strong our sails were reefed to reduce the sail 

area.  We then spent the morning reaching out to a buoy and back. Sam my 

friend reluctant to sail due to the conditions sat in the bow of my boat as crew 

whilst I sailed.  After lunch we spent the afternoon discussing the mornings 

sailing with our instructors. 

 

After showering and the evening meal we had free time till supper when it was 

our yellow teams turn to assist. 9pm bedtime !! I fall straight to sleep. 

 

Tuesday 27th 



Up at 7.30am shower, breakfast dressed and on the beach for 9am. The wind 

is still strong again we reef sails. Some of our group of seven children are still 

reluctant to sail so again I have Sam as crew. 

 

The objective today is to sail a triangle (easier on a bike than in a boat) Ok 

when going across or downwind but difficult when beating (tacking back 

upwind), I usually go backwards still the instructors have given us the skills to 

prevent this and there is always the added security of the safety boat should 

anyone get into difficulty. 

 

Off we go from the beach reaching across the wind at a good speed, dagger 

board half down. We reach the upwind buoy and I prepare for and complete a 

gybe (change of direction ) managing to keep some resemblance of control we 

are now running down wind, thundering along with the dagger board up. Due 

to the additional weight of Sam in the bow and the force of wind against the 

sail the bow digs in capsizing the boat catapulting both Sam and myself 

forwards into the water WOW!!!!. That was scarier than a Flamingo land ride. 

 

 The safety boat is quickly on hand to fish us both out and recover the boat 

which is righted and drained of water. I then got back in to finish the triangle. 

The boat without the weight of Sam is now handling ok and I manage to 

complete a number of triangles. Becky our instructor tells me the catapult was 

spectacular to see and I get a standing ovation at the evening debrief chaired 

by Jamie. 

 

After the evening meal the teams compete at various games i.e. moving 

smarties by sucking them up with a straw, seeing how many marshmallows 

you could get into your mouth whilst still being able to say “Chubby Bunnies” 

etc. 

9pm bedtime thank goodness, I am shattered. 

 

Wed 28th  

Breakfast at 8am then it’s off to Flamingo land for a day of fun and 

excitement. Looking  forward to the rides I am now tall enough to ride on, Yes 

!!!!!!!. Grandad has to stay at the club much to his delight as his safety boat is 

required on the water for normal club casual sailing (he’s getting to old for the 

rides ha ha). 

 



Thurs 29
th 

Up at 7.30am breakfast at 8am dressed and ready for sailing by 9. The wind 

has moderated slightly thank goodness. 

We could now rig and ready our own boats for sailing. Today the sails are 

unreefed. We spend the day sailing a triangle, carrying out capsizes and 

recovery drills. During the afternoon whilst our group were fortunately on the 

beach receiving instructions a squall  

(very strong wind) caused havoc with groups still on the water. Safety boats 

were fully employed recovering tearful children and boats (Scary) however 

this quickly passed over and things returned to normal. 

After the evening meal and debriefing each team had to present a sketch 

developed and acted by themselves. Our yellow team presented a sketch on 

the history of Scaling Dam. The winning blue team presented a sketch of 

Monty Python which was excellent. 

9pm bedtime. I’m shattered…….. 

 

Friday 30th 

Breakfast at 8am, dressed and ready for sailing at 9. The wind is still medium 

to strong. We spend the morning consolidating the training and skills obtained 

during the week. 

( have I passed ?) unfortunately I will not find out until the presentation 

tonight. 

After lunch we spend the afternoon playing wet team games before showering 

for dinner, the awards ceremony and a disco.  6.30pm Grandma arrives with 

her friend Anne on holiday from Australia. 

 

7pm, It’s the awards presentation and I am feeling quite anxious (have I 

passed?). 

Jamie the senior instructor gives an opening speech regarding the weeks 

testing conditions and how brave we have all been, he also indicates that not 

all attendees have passed their relevant courses. Those that have not will have 

achieved some of the modules within the stage and can revisit the unachieved 

ones at a later date. (have I passed ?) 

Becky our lead instructor is first to stand, inviting our entire group to join her. 

She goes on to say how well we had all done considering the difficult 

conditions. Becky then presented our log books but gave no indication as to 

who had achieved what, (had I passed ?) We returned to our seats and I stared 

at my log book (had I passed?). I took a deep breath and slowly opened it. 



Sticking out from one of the pages were not one but two RYA certificates!!!!! 

I had been awarded both level 1 and level 2 YES!!! I rushed across to where 

Grandma and Grandad were seated and shared my achievement with them. 

“Well done Aaron” they said you have done exceedingly well WOW!!!!!!! 

The remainder of the evening was spent partying until 11pm when utterly 

exhausted but exceedingly happy I crept into my sleeping bag and fell 

instantly asleep. 

 

Sat 31
st
 

After breakfast the morning was spent looking for clothes I had worn during 

the week, taking the tent down, tidying the club house, boats and the general 

area before leaving for home at 11.30am. What an exciting week. 

 

What’s on next week? Ah yes cycling League 2000 on Monday night. 

 

‘The Benefits and Importance of Cycling in today’s Climate’ 

Part Three 

 

Sustainable Transport  

 

Transport is a major contributor to greenhouse gases, with over 20% of all UK 

carbon emissions come from cars and Lorries.   Sustainable transport is the 

‘buzz term’ when it comes to local authorities and planning strategies.  Well 

cycling is a ‘sustainable form of transport’; we just have to encourage more 

people on to bikes, yes, it’s that easy.  So why don’t people cycle, what are the 

barriers. 

 

Statistics show that  

 

• 41% of all trips are less than two miles,  

• One of the barriers to taking up cycling is the perception of physical 

danger posed by motor traffic. 

• Motorised  road transport is a major source of noise in the 

environment 

 

Cycling is a sustainable and practical alternative to the above because 



 

• 2 miles is a distance that can be easily cycled in a ‘sedate 15 minutes’ 

• The real risks are minimal, and the research suggests, are outweighed 

by the  health benefits by a factor of around 20 to 1. 

• A model transfer away from car use, together with lower speeds 

would reduce road traffic noise pollution. 

 

So, Leave the car in the garage……… Many of the short trips we make by car 

are ideal for a quick spin on the bike, plus you'll be helping to protect the 

environment. If we use the bike for short journeys, we reduce both air and 

noise pollution.  A staggering 70 per cent of all car trips are less than five 

miles. Even though most of us own bikes - there are an estimated 27 million 

across the UK - we just don't use them.  

If you are worried about traffic fumes, there may be no need to. Cyclists and 

pedestrians actually absorb lower levels of pollutants from traffic fumes than 

car drivers. 

The perception of danger, well, the stats show that’s all it is – perceived 

danger.  

 

 Now before you all start complaining about the above statement, it’s not 

aimed at us, it’s for those who are thinking of taking up cycling.  I know most 

of us ‘proper cyclists’ have encountered the odd lunatic driver, but it’s not an 

everyday occurrence. And lets face it, some ‘proper’ cyclists, don’t’ exactly 

ride correctly, I have seen club cyclists ride across red lights at busy junctions 

at peak times, so behave yourselves, or if you really feel the need to break the 

law, at least please don’t wear club clothing when you do it.   

 

Sustainable Travel – The School Run 

 

The number of children cycling to school has fallen over recent years, while 

the number of car trips made to schools has continued to grow. At 8.50 one in 

5 cars are on the school run. These days children spend their time being 

‘ferried’ around in a car, as parents fear for their safety.   If a child is taken to 

school in the car all the time, they will never learn basic road sense.     

 

Here is an interesting statistic, remember perceived danger… During the past 

five years over 460,000 people claim to have had an accident while on the 

school run with a child in the car …. Perhaps they would be safer cycling 



 

By encouraging cycling, seemingly small choices can have big impacts, it can 

improve the health of children, while tackling congestion, (especially outside 

schools), and help the environment. 

  

Cycling to school makes children more alert and ready to face the school day 

than if they had been sitting in the car. 

 

Sustainable Travel – Cycling to Work 

 

As with the school children, Employees who cycle to work, are more alert and 

ready to work, they will have a better level of fitness  

 

Businesses that support cycling to work initiatives report increased 

productivity, through happier and healthier employees, and reduced costs. 

 

By cycling to work and not using the car, you will save money; most people 

make up the cost of their new bike in a couple of months.  

 

Cycling can be the quickest form of transport, therefore saving you time. 

 

Employers can lend cycles and safety equipment to employees to travel to and 

from work, and get tax benefits. 

 

Sustainable Travel 

  

Three quarters of all personal journeys are less than 5 miles long - that's half 

an hour on a bike, and quicker for those of us who already cycle. 

 

Switching these short journeys from car to bicycle will benefit your health and 

your community. You'll be helping to reduce noise and air pollution as well as 

traffic congestion. 

 

As I have previously started, I only ever thought of cycling as a sport, but it is  

important to remember that cycling is not only an excellent pastime, people 

are now taking note of cycling as an important mode of transport which is 

environmentally friendly and can help ease traffic congestion. If more people 

could be encouraged to make their short trips by bike, this would have positive 



benefits for not only their health, but the longer term goal of reducing 

pollution, at both local and national level. 

 

Margaret’s Muffins 

Margaret Bevis 

Makes 6 

 

150G  (5 1/2 oz) Self Raising Flour 

½ teaspoon baking powder 

75g (3oz) caster sugar 

50g (2oz) cocoa (if needed) 

75g blueberry’s (if needed) 

150ml milk 

1 egg 

3 tbps vegetable oil 

 

Set oven to 190 degrees 

 

Sieve flour baking powder and cocoa if using into a bowl. 

Pour milk and 3 tablespoons of vegetable oil into jug with egg and whisk 

Add the milk, egg & vegetable oil into the dry ingredients and mix till there 

are no lumps. 

Add blueberries or chocolate chips (if needed) 

Pour mixture into 6 muffin cases and put in the oven for 15 minutes. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The cost of printing the ‘Spokesman’ is rising dramatically. I therefore ask 

again that any member requiring an electronic copy please forward an email 

address to Steve Binks   s.binks@ntlworld.com 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The next issue will be in December. Any articles to be in by Mid November 
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